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Grow Your Business

ESP
®

 is best known as the industry’s #1 business 
platform, but it’s really so much more. ESP is a tool 
to aid in building your brand, increasing credibility 
and selling more products. Find out inside how 
you can harness the power of ESP to get more 
customers faster and easier than ever. 
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Before we explain how ESP Updates can help grow your popularity on ESP, 
it’s important to identify the three key elements of search optimization. 

These elements include: 

 STELLAR PRODUCT IMAGES 
The difference between “click” and “pass” is 
a strong, clear picture that makes it easy for a 
busy distributor scrolling through hundreds of 
products to take notice. 

 CONFIRMED PRICING 
When your pricing is accurate, you save yourself 
a lot of headaches – including refunds or the 
loss of a customer. 

 ORIGINAL KEYWORDS 
Make sure to use both original and optimized 
keywords to help your products pop up in 
more relevant keyword searches.   

Staying on top of all this information can 
sound daunting, but with ESP Updates,  
you can quickly edit your product info  
and be sure it updates throughout the  
entire system in real time.   

Optimize Your  
Products
ESP Updates helps you maintain the three  
best assets to being discovered on ESP.

Looking for some extra help? Email mdepaul@asicentral.com  
to get started with your updates.

IMAGES ENHANCE 
YOUR PRODUCT

NO IMAGE

CONFIRMED 
PRICING
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When it comes to maximizing your marketing efforts and dollars, ESP  
Media Statistics is crucial. It’s is a free, easy-to-read monthly report that 
breaks down the performance of your efforts within ESP.  

Here are some ways this report can help you build an action plan: 

  MONITOR THE COMPETITION   
This report offers monthly and  
YTD comparison tools, letting you 
see how you are measuring up  
to competitors. 

  ADJUST YOUR CAMPAIGN 
Seeing what is or isn’t working  
can help you hone your messag-
ing, giving you better results. 

  GENERATE MORE SALES 
This report lets you spend less 
time analyzing and more time  
putting efforts into action. 

  UNCOVER YOUR  
STRONGEST ASSETS 
These detailed reports show you where your leads are coming from so 
you can define your target audience in greater detail.

Know Your  
ESP Performance
ESP Media Statistics gives you the information  
that helps build a strong action plan.
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Want to take a closer look at this information?   
Email mdepaul@asicentral.com for a walk-through.



The ESP Competitor Rank lets you easily determine where you 
stand in ESP. It breaks down key information, including: 

  Who your competition is

  Performance measurement

  Growth measurement

  Your market share

This information makes it easy 
for you to fully understand the 
climate of the industry against 
your products and marketing  
efforts. By staying in the  
know, you can analyze where 
you need to adjust in order to grow. 

Know Your ESP Rank 
vs. Your Competitors
How do you really size up against  
the competition? 

ESP COMPARISON REPORT
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Want to learn how your competitors rank? Email  
mdepaul@asicentral.com and ask about Pay-for-Placement.  
(P.S. Only 9 positions per category available!)



Encourage distributors to rate their experience with you in ESP.  
In a world often dictated by cost, a higher rating can make a huge 
impact when attempting to win over new customers. 

The supplier rating system is used by  
distributors, for distributors. If a new  
customer is on the fence about your  
company, seeing glowing reviews can 
help give them the nudge they need  
to pick you over a competitor – even a 
competitor offering a lower price! 

Whenever you complete a transaction with a distributor,  
encourage them to rate their experience. 

asicentral.com/supplierratings

The Importance  
of Supplier Rating 
Reviews matter when it comes to  
undecided buyers. 
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If you haven’t already noticed a theme, tracking and measuring 
your efforts is the foundation of new business growth. When 
you are aware of what does and does not work, you are able 
to make educated decisions and investments to generate 
more qualified leads and wins more sales. 

Here are 4 key elements you should be tracking if 
you’re not already: 

  Number of phone calls 

  Number of new clients

  Number of monthly sales

  Number of new orders

When you quantify even this basic information, you can better 
understand the ups and downs of your business year and set 
goals accordingly.  

What this all boils down to is what you don’t know can hurt 
your business. Tracking all this information can be a daunting 
task, but the thorough, built-in reporting systems of ESP make 
it super easy.   

To learn more about growth opportunities  
in ESP and ESP Updates, email  
mdepaul@asicentral.com.  

Set Goals &  
Measure Responses
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